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Beyond the Lisbon events: 
focus on @LIS success


On 26-27 of April the III @LIS Coordination Meeting took place in Lisbon, gathering more than 100 participants representing all the @LIS projects. The presentations and discussions held during the Meeting confirmed not only the outstanding results of the @LIS projects, but also the strong interest and willingness by all @LIS actors to work in the direction of building synergies and integrating the projects results, with the aim of showing that the impact of @LIS is much wider and deeper than the sum of the impacts of its projects. In a sustainability perspective, and starting from the results of the Programme Mid-term evaluation, two challenging ideas were discussed at the event: the @LIS Day, a major promotional event that will take  place across Europe and Latin America on the 28th September 2006, and the possible bottom-up continuation of @LIS through the creation of a sustainable network composed the @LIS actors capable to build on the “@LIS social capital”. 

On 28-29 of April 2006 the IV Ministerial Forum on Information Society EU-LAC took place  in Lisbon, resulting both in a success in terms of participation and content, witnessing the high political interest in the cooperation between the two regions in the field, and a real multistakeholder event, showing that the commitment to collaboratively build an inclusive and cohesive Information Society is present not only at the political level, but also at the level of the research, industry and civil society communities. The @LIS Programme played a central role in the Forum, both in terms of content, since ten @LIS projects were presented and discussed during the event, and in terms of outputs, since the Policy Declaration issued at the Forum recognized the relevance and impact of the @LIS results and a debate on how to sustain this successful collaboration scheme was held during the event.

It must be said that these two events, as well as the whole systematisation of the project results and the support to projects and Programme sustainability, replicability and policy-uplink are being supported by the @LIS ISN project, guaranteeing coherence and avoiding overlaps between the different @LIS activities.

The present document, building on the good momentum of @LIS and on the commitment of all the actors involved in the Programme, aims at briefly presenting the innovative dimensions of @LIS and its high potential for replicability and results integration, and at presenting some outstanding achievements of @LIS, in terms of impact and of policy relevance, both at the level of the single actions and at a system level.



@LIS as an innovative and multiplying Programme

The positive impact of @LIS was broadly recognized at the IV Ministerial Forum on Information Society EU-LAC:

We acknowledge the work carried out under the framework of the @LIS (Alliance for the Information Society) Programme of the European Commission on cooperation between the European Union and Latin America, emphasising its successful results until now. (…) Art. 4 of the Lisbon Declaration.
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In addition to this, it must be said that, in comparison with other cooperation programmes, @LIS goes beyond a sector-based approach to cooperation for development by addressing the development of the Information Society as a whole. Furthermore, the Programme takes into consideration the bilateral transfer and sharing of knowledge and practices and tackles all the dimensions of the information society: from the political and regulatory dialogue between the two regions, to the increase in connectivity between the two continents, to the collaboration support among research and civil society actors. These few considerations make @LIS an innovative and quite different cooperation Programme and reflect the manner in which the Programme was conceived and the many, ambitious levels at which it deploys its objectives. Finally, the presence of @LIS ISN, a project aiming at building the “connective tissues” around the project actors and at maximising the impact of the Programme has to be mentioned, as an innovative element able, as shown in the picture below, both to build a working community around the Programme and to uplink projects results in a policy-adoption logic.
Furthermore, the Forum Declaration clearly spelled out the need to invest on the adoption of the successes of @LIS at a political level and at a broader scale, and the importance to give continuation and extension to the most successful results of @LIS, such as the RedCLARA: 

(…) In particular, the evolution of best practices from the current pilot phases to a broader scale as well as the continuation and eventual extension to the Caribbean region of the RedCLARA, should be studied. Art. 4 of the Lisbon Declaration.

Nevertheless, as Commissioner Viviane Reading stated in her closing intervention at the Ministerial Forum, the connectivity guaranteed by RedCLARA, although being an outstanding achievement of @LIS, is a necessary but partial condition for the deployment of a cohesive and inclusive Information Society: the Commissioner, as well as the representatives of the Brazilian and Portuguese Governments, underlined the importance to valorize all the results of @LIS, especially in terms of services and networks, and to build on them for future successful collaboration. 


@LIS: outstanding results

Beyond the justifiably celebrated success of RedCLARA, that was able to connect the EU GEANT research network with 14 research networks from Latin America,  there are many more successes of @LIS than the ones related to connectivity. In this section some outstanding results of @LIS are reported, as examples of the impact that the Programme is having at different levels on the building process of LA information Society.

	First, an important element of success stands in the fact that some @LIS projects were able to produce a bigger impact than what foreseen in the initial proposal. To some examples, the CIBERNARIUM project is building, thanks to the commitment of the local partners in Latin America, 10 innovative telecentros instead of 1 in the city of Quito, and 5 instead of 1 in the city of Sao Paulo, while the SILAE project is extending the reach of its network of electrification and internet access from the originally planned Amazon zone of Ecuador also to the Andean and to the coast areas of the country. In terms of number of actors involved, the ATLAS project was able to involve more than 1300 schools from Europe and Latin America, a bigger number than the 1000 originally planned.


	Second, @LIS was successful – thanks to the effort of the ISN consortium as well as to the collaborative attitude of the @LIS community – to involve many more actors tan the ones receiving funding from the Programme. Just to mention a couple of success stories in this sense, thanks to the contacts made in the Costa Rica workshop the TechNet project may represent the basis for an UNESCO cathedra, or thanks to the Workshops organised in Brazil and Argentina, the Telemed and ADITAL projects might be supported in the future respectively by the Brazilian Ministry of Development and by the Argentinean Ministry of Agriculture. 
	Third, @LIS was successful in uplifting projects results from the pilot level to the policy adoption level. This, as shown in the picture below, took place both with and without the support of @LIS ISN. Two examples of direct policy take-up can be made from the e-health and e-government sectors. The results produced by the HealthCareNetwork project in Brazil have represented the basis for the new e-health strategy of the City of Belo Horizonte (the BH-Telesaude programme), and will most probably be adopted at federal level, extending the impact of the project to many millions of citizens. Similarly, the e-tax management system developed by eGOIA in Peru is being adopted at a system level in the city of Cajamarca. In parallel, one sustainable example of system aggregation is taking place: the four e-health projects, supported by @LIS ISN, have decided to join their efforts in the creation of the Latin-American Innovation and Excellence eHealth Laboratory, a stable association involving other major players in the field, such as the BIREME (World Health Organisation) and the Ministry of Health of Brazil, aiming at building on the @LIS results to achieve a system impact on Latin America.
	Fourth, the quality of the @LIS result is witnessed by the many international awards won by the @LIS project, just to mention some, Met@logo was awarded of the EU ‘‘eGovernment Good Practice“ Label, of the ADOC Award in Taiwan, of the JBoss Innovation Award and of the 2006 eGov Award in Las Vegas; Emplenet was selected as one of the ten best iberoamerican experiences against the digital divide; EHAS won the Stockholm Challenge 2004 for telemedicine applications and the Abbott Award in 2005 for health cooperation with Latin America, ATLAS was selected by the Stockholm Challenge 2006 among the four best education experiences in the world and won the Prix Europa 2005 and the Tecnonexo prize as best iberoamerican e-learning experience of 2004.
	Fifth, the success and the consensus achieved by the @LIS policy-related actions must be mentioned. As resulting also from the Mid-term evaluation of the Programme, both the Policy Dialogue managed by CEPAL and the REGULATEL network have been able to actively involve in their activities all the Latin American national authorities in charge of Information Society and regulatory policies, and are now perceived as the most relevant initiatives in their field in the region.
	Sixth, the massive participation of small actors that are normally excluded from international collaboration programmes must be mentioned: for instance thanks to the facilitation work of the I-twinning action (a component of @LIS ISN), around 80 local actors including schools, NGOs, associations, local governments that most probably would have been excluded from the benefits of ICT, are now engaged in a dialogue with EU and LA counterparts, as shown in the participation in @LIS Programme as well as in the Lisbon Forum of many civil society actors.

Finally, as said before, one of the most important, even if “intangible”, results of the Programme is the commitment of the @LIS actors, stated during the Lisbon Coordination Meeting, not to lose the “@LIS social capital”, made of expertise, networks, and contacts, with the end of the Programme: different possibilities to keep the @LIS community alive in the form of an association or an established network of networks, are being at the moment studied by @LIS ISN. If this common expression of commitment would turn into reality, the main objective of @LIS, that was to establish a sustainable community of actors across Europe and Latin America able to live beyond the success of the Programme direct outcomes, will be fully achieved.

